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Agenda  

•  1. Administrivia and Agenda Bashing - 5 min 
•  2. WG Status - 5 min 
•  3. Scope and Approach of Important Issues - 60 min 

a) Duplicate names 
b) Conceptual model for JSON texts 
c) String composition 
d) Floating point precision 
e) Proposal for other important issue   

4. Virtual Interim Logistics - 10 min 
•  Discussion on the logistics of the proposed virtual 

interim; venue, date, acceptable times 
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NOTE WELL 
This summary is only meant to point you in the right 
direction, and doesn't have all the nuances. The 
IETF's IPR Policy is set forth in BCP 79; please read 
it carefully. 
 
The brief summary: 

v  By participating with the IETF, you agree to 
follow IETF processes. 

v  If you are aware that a contribution of yours 
(something you write, say, or discuss in any 
IETF context) is covered by patents or patent 
applications, you need to disclose that fact. 

v  You understand that meetings might be 
recorded, broadcast, and publicly archived. 

 
For further information, talk to a chair, ask an Area 
Director, or review the following: 
BCP 9 (on the Internet Standards Process) 
BCP 25 (on the Working Group processes) 
BCP 78 (on the IETF Trust) 
BCP 79 (on Intellectual Property Rights in the IETF) 
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WG Status 

•  Formed May 31 
•  4627bis-02 published 

–  Incorporates errata 
•  Vigorous Discussion! 
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Scope and Approach of Issues 

•  Duplicate names 
•  Conceptual model for JSON texts 
•  String composition 
•  Floating point precision 
•  Proposals for other important issue   
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First virtual interim meeting 

•  Wednesday August 21 
– 0800 San Francisco 
– 1100 New York 
– 1500 UTC 
– 1700 Paris 
– 2400 Tokyo 

•  Up to three hours 
•  Another virtual interim a few weeks later, if 

needed 
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